Abstract
The first three years of a child’s life lay the foundation for all subsequent health and development. State policy leaders are increasingly convinced by the science of the developing child that early intervention is prudent, but they need guidance on which state policies are most effective at creating the conditions in which children thrive. This chapter discusses the similarities and differences in identifying effective policies as compared to effective programs, details the process of identifying effective policies, and provides recommendations for policy makers to create an evidence-based policy agenda to strengthen the prenatal-to-3 system of care.
Overview

The brain and body systems develop rapidly during the prenatal-to-age-three period. Science is clear that children’s development is strongly influenced by their home and other caregiving environments: Children thrive in environments that are safe, stimulating, warm, and stable, but exposure to repeated stressors with limited support or interaction from a warm, caring adult is associated with life-long negative health and behavioral outcomes (Shonkoff et al., 2012).

State policy leaders are increasingly convinced by the science of the developing child that it is smart to invest in the prenatal-to-three period. Leaders are less clear, however, on what specific policies or programs they should implement to ensure that children get off to a healthy start, that their parents have the necessary skills and resources to care for them, and that early care environments are safe and stimulating for infants and toddlers. States differ widely with regard to their economic, geographic, and demographic characteristics, and their needs and priorities vary as well. Differences across states in the type and generosity of policies they implement lead to substantial differences in the level and type of resources families receive to help their children thrive. Though implementation varies significantly, many if not most states, have increasingly sought to enact evidence-based policy in recent decades.

Evidence-based policy is a practical idea to use the best available evidence in combination with practical expertise and input from those affected by a problem (Sackett et al., 1996). Ideally, evidence from rigorous studies can guide state leaders to adopt the most effective policies that strengthen their prenatal-to-three system of care. If this evidence were available, policy makers would know what works and have confidence that implementing a certain policy would lead to desired outcomes and be cost effective. Within the larger bucket of evidence-based policy there
are discussions about different levels of intervention: practices (i.e., discrete actions), programs (i.e., codified sets of practices), and policies (i.e., a set of principles that guide decisions to achieve specific outcomes). Much of the evidence available in the field is focused on practices and programs. Clearinghouses abound, but they tend to focus on providing evidence on which programs meet a given standard of effectiveness. There is no authoritative source to highlight which state-level policies are effective at fostering the conditions in which infants and toddlers thrive. Policies differ from programs in that policies are typically adopted through legislative or regulatory channels and are implemented at-scale to a population based on stated eligibility criteria (e.g., state minimum wage or a tax credit). In contrast, a program is a well-defined service that is implemented for a targeted group (e.g., home visiting programs or Early Head Start).

The challenges of identifying and scaling effective, evidence-based programs and practices to support early childhood are well established. But, to create a system of care for infants, toddlers, and their parents and move outcomes on a large scale, states need to go beyond programs and also implement effective, evidence-based policies. In this chapter, I explore the challenges in identifying effective state-level policies and provide recommendations to researchers and state policy leaders on how we can develop an evidence-driven policy agenda over time.

**Differences Between Evaluating Programs Versus Policies**

Many of the challenges identified in the economic model for scaling effective programs in Chapter 6 are similar to the challenges states grapple with in ensuring that policies have their intended impact. For both policies and programs, the aim is to identify for whom the intervention works best and under what conditions, and to identify the core elements of the program or policy that lead to improved outcomes. As noted in the model, this can be a challenge when the
properties of the population reached by a program or policy, or the properties of the situation in which it was implemented, differ across implementation settings. Additionally, the impacts of both programs and policies may be relatively small at scale, given that the impacts are spread across a diverse population who may not benefit similarly from the intervention (Chapter 6). The effects of programs and policies may also spill over to individuals not directly affected by them, causing the overall impact to look smaller than it would were spillover effects measured. For example, if a neighboring school district seeks out additional resources to support students because they saw the success of an initiative implemented in a different district, outcomes for students in the district not reached directly by the initiative may also improve. Despite these shared challenges, programs and policies differ, and how we evaluate them and determine whether they are effective differs as well.

The economic model (Chapter 6) helps us determine how to take an effective intervention to scale (practice, program or policy). It calls on us to consider whether the available evidence is sufficient to be actionable, whether the studied population is representative of those we aim to support, whether the context or situation differs across implementation sites such that it may affect the causal impact of the program or policy, and whether there are spillover or general equilibrium effects at scale.

For programs, we derive actionable evidence from rigorous randomized control trials of pilot programs that clearly identify a causal link between specific program elements and well-measured participant outcomes. The challenge is often to replicate the evaluation of the program in different contexts and populations to determine if the program is robust and likely to generate similar results when taken to scale.
By contrast, social policies are typically implemented at scale, rather than in a pilot setting. For example, policies to expand Medicaid or implement paid family leave or a state minimum wage will apply to all eligible members of the population when the policy goes into effect. Because the policy is implemented at scale, evaluators cannot use randomized controlled trials to measure its impact in a smaller or controlled setting; rather they have to take advantage of natural experiments or employ quasi-experimental designs or rigorous longitudinal designs to measure the impact of the policy on changes in outcomes. We often use rigorous statistical techniques, such as difference-in-difference, regression discontinuity, or interrupted time series designs, that allow us to compare changes over time in populations that experienced the implementation of a policy with populations that did not experience the policy. These techniques have gotten increasingly sophisticated and often allow for causal inference. However, the studies are not as rigorous or straightforward as randomized controlled trials of a well-defined program. Some policies are evaluated multiple times by multiple scholars, but scholars often employ a variety of research designs, use different samples or study periods, examine different outcomes, and come to varying conclusions about a policy’s effectiveness. This robust investigation of the policy is important and provides the field with necessary information about the policy, however, it is often more difficult to compare results across studies of policies compared to replication studies of well-specified programs.

The population of participants and situations discussed in the economic model are also easier to define in well-controlled program evaluations than in evaluations of policies. Policy evaluators must often rely on administrative data, rather than data collected directly from participants, and we often estimate policy participation based on eligibility, rather than measuring actual take-up of the policy. We also seldom track the same individuals over time in
policy evaluation, and therefore rely on changes in outcomes at the population level. Rather than carefully measuring the specific outcomes linked to the theory of change via surveys or direct assessments, we are often limited to measuring what is available in the aggregate or population-level data, and these measures may provide an incomplete picture of the impact of the policy.

Another contrast between evaluating programs and policies is that the properties of the policy context or situation may vary substantially more across two sites as compared to the context in which a program is administered. Effective programs are typically well-defined—that is, you know what you are evaluating, and can take the remaining context or policy environment into account when replicating program evaluations across sites. In contrast, policies across two states may share the same name, but their elements may differ considerably, making it a challenge to assess overall effectiveness across states. Properties of the population can be a driver for some of these variations in policies. For example, decisions about core components included in a policy or funding rates for certain policy features can be shaped by different political environments in states, different needs of the population, or different geography and infrastructure. This makes it difficult to disentangle the efficacy of the policy across states and draw conclusions about best practices.

For example, 31 states have adopted a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and set their credit as a percentage of the federal EITC. The federal EITC is a refundable tax credit that increases in value as workers earn more, up to a given level, then plateaus, and eventually fades out at income levels about twice the federal poverty level. However, the percentage of the federal EITC that state EITCs provide ranges from a low of 3% of a recipient’s federal EITC award in Montana to a high of approximately 50% of the federal EITC award in California, and in six states, the state tax credit is not refundable. Although the research is clear that nonrefundable
credits are ineffective at improving outcomes (Lim, 2009), no study provides guidance on the optimal percentage of the federal EITC that states should offer to achieve the best outcomes. The variation by states in the generosity of their EITC is useful for measuring the marginal impact that additional dollars in a household have on specific outcomes, but the studies do not provide clear evidence on the optimal policy elements.

Finally, determining the impacts of policies at scale may be challenged by the presence of spillover effects. Spillover effects occur when the implementation of a policy in one community or for one group of people affects outcomes for others outside of the community or target group. For example, implementing a paid leave policy for government employees may influence other organization and companies in a community to implement leave policies. Spillovers can be positive or negative. Policies may spill over in different ways across communities and states depending on their political landscape, the resources available to others in the surrounding area, and the needs of adjacent communities. When analyzing the effectiveness of a policy, it is important to consider the extent of spillover effects and whether those spillover effects might occur in a new implementation setting.

The challenges of determining whether a program will be effective at scale are substantial, and they are quite similar to the challenges of determining whether a policy is effective. But given that policies are typically implemented at scale, direct measures of participation and outcomes are difficult to obtain and often estimated using administrative data, and the elements of a similar policy may differ considerably from state to state, determining whether a policy is effective is subject to more professional judgement and may be less precise than program evaluation.
Steps to Determine If a Policy is Effective

As mentioned previously, dozens of clearinghouses exist to identify effective programs (Neuhoff et al., 2015). The clearinghouses differ considerably in the criteria they use to determine if a program is effective overall, and differ even more in the nomenclature they use to label a program effective or not. But, nearly all clearinghouses limit their reviews to evaluations that use randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or rigorous quasi-experimental designs (QEDs), and indicate whether the program overall is well supported by the evidence or not. To be labeled the highest level of effectiveness, the program typically has to have demonstrated impacts in two RCTs, and many clearinghouses require that the program effects are sustained for at least 12 months. Most clearinghouses also require the program to demonstrate a positive impact on at least one intended outcome (with no harmful impacts), and the criteria often ignore the preponderance of null effects.

Very few clearinghouses include reviews of policies. If a clearinghouse does include a policy (e.g., universal Pre-K), it relies on meta-analyses, which require that a sufficient number of rigorous studies have been conducted on a given policy. Few policies have this level of evidence.

Using a clearinghouse approach to identify effective policies is not as straightforward as it is for programs. Although many of the same steps can be used, such as clearly identifying the policy and its theory of change, and relying only on strong studies with causal inference, it doesn’t make sense to use a point system or precise criteria (e.g., two RCT studies with positive effects) to determine policy effectiveness.

For policies, it is important to take all of the research into consideration to conclude whether a policy is effective or not and to highlight the conditions in which the policy is
effective for certain outcomes. Evaluation studies of the same policy may vary based on the time period, sample, policy elements, geographic location, or more, and therefore the results of the studies may vary for the same outcome. Additionally, the policy may be effective at improving one outcome, but not another, and decision makers need to understand these tradeoffs. For example, child care subsidies improve work effort, earnings, and the use of child care, but subsidies do not increase the quality of care that a child experiences (Forry et al., 2013). Mixed findings on outcomes can provide useful guidance for policy leaders in understanding which goals a certain policy might achieve for a certain population; however, they make it challenging to draw clear conclusions about the broad effects of a policy.

**Process for Determining Policy Effectiveness**

The economic model for scaling recommends researchers scale up programs only when they have a post-study probability of 0.95—in other words, when there are enough replication studies conducted with positive results to indicate that the program has strong evidence of effectiveness. In the policy sphere, however, rigorous replication studies are not common and are often not feasible given the broad scale on which policies are generally implemented. Instead, policy makers must rely on information from the available body of evidence about the impacts of a policy on different outcomes, the strength of that evidence, and the degree to which those outcomes align with their own goals in implementing a policy.

Below I describe the process that my research team at the Prenatal-to-Three Policy Impact Center at the University of Texas at Austin developed to determine whether a state-level policy is effective at strengthening the prenatal-to-three system of care. Our aim is to create a
clearinghouse that provides guidance to states on which policies effectively meet specific prenatal-to-three policy goals.

**Identify a State-Level Policy**

The first step of the process is to clearly define the state-level policy and determine the leverage that states have to adopt or implement the policy. States often implement a variety of approaches to support the prenatal-to-three period, including programs that target specific populations, strategies to distribute resources to eligible families, and state-level policies that leverage federal policies or are designed to meet a specific state need.

For example, states are often required or allowed to determine their own levers of federal policies, such as eligibility, generosity, and procedures for enrollment and recertification (known as administrative burden). This state leverage leads to considerable variation across states in resources provided to families. States can choose to align their policies with federal policies to take advantage of benefits offered or states can piggyback on federal policies. For example, since 2010, 38 states have chosen to expand Medicaid to provide benefits to adults with incomes up to at least 138% of the federal poverty level, and the federal government pays up to 90% of the expansion costs.

Variation also stems from states’ decisions on how to implement federal policies. For example, the proportion of eligible families who receive benefits through the federal Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) varies from a low of 57% in Montana to over 100% in Hawaii. This variation is largely driven by the eligibility requirements and level of administrative burden states place on residents, such as the length of time between recertification periods.
States also develop their own policies to address the unique needs of their residents. These policies may build on federal policies, such as adopting a state minimum wage that is higher than the federal minimum or instituting paid family leave that builds on the federal Family and Medical Leave Act, or states may develop their own policy, such as universal pre-K, that does not have a federal corollary.

Although multiple states may adopt a given policy with a similar name (e.g., paid family leave), the elements of the policy may differ considerably across states (e.g., number of weeks of leave, reimbursement level, eligibility, funding mechanism) such that parents and children have a very different experience of the policy depending on where they live. This state-level variation in the policy can be an asset when measuring the impact of the policy on specific outcomes, but it makes it difficult to determine which elements of the policy are most effective for which populations and to give an overall stamp of effectiveness.

Most research on policies does not provide clear guidance on the ideal thresholds or benchmarks for the features of a policy. For example, child care subsidies are provided by every state to reduce the cost burden of child care on families. The causal impact of a higher subsidy payment on employment and child care quality has been rigorously studied. However, no study on subsidies has linked a specific state’s subsidy level to improved outcomes, nor has any study identified the optimal level of child care subsidy that states should provide. Child care subsidies have not been studied as a state-level policy per se, but rather as a mechanism or strategy that states can use to enhance employment and child care use. Therefore, the evidence would allow policy makers to conclude that higher child care subsidies are effective, but it does not provide guidance on the effectiveness of a specific state-level policy.
Articulate a Theory of Change to Improve Prenatal-to-Three Outcomes

After identifying a policy to focus on, the second step in the process is to identify the theory of change or mechanisms through which the policy is expected to improve outcomes for infants, toddlers, and their caregivers. The science of the developing child has clearly identified the conditions under which children thrive and revealed how adverse conditions lead to long-term negative impacts on health and behavior. In the earliest years, children need to be exposed to nurturing relationships, which are fostered by caregivers who have sufficient resources, including mental and physical health, economic security, and the knowledge and skills to care for a child. A state paid family leave policy, for example, may lead to healthier outcomes for parents and infants because it allows new parents time to bond with their child, attend to their own and their child’s health needs, and provide greater economic resources and job security.

Figure 1 provides a simple framework that links any given state-level policy to eight policy goals that are derived from the science of the developing child. A policy may impact one or more of these policy goals, and the impact may be measured by different indicators across studies. For example, paid family leave should increase a parent’s ability to work, enhance household resources, improve parental health and emotional well-being, and foster more nurturing parenting practices, which should all lead to better child health and development. Each of these goals may be measured by a variety of indicators: for example, the indicators to measure a parent’s ability to work may include labor force participation, weeks worked, employment, and job continuity.
Identify Causal Studies

The next stage of the process is to comprehensively review all of the available research on the policy. We thoroughly search databases to identify all studies that have examined the policy and carefully sort through them to identify the studies that have attempted to make a causal link between the policy and a prenatal-to-three policy goal in the framework. A broad scan of the literature will generally yield relatively few studies that attempt to measure a causal link between the implementation of the policy and changes in a policy goal, which makes it difficult to meet the .95 post study probability suggested in the economic model (Chapter 6).

Of those studies designed to detect causality, we then determine if the study has a strong research design with limited threats to validity. To evaluate policies, quasi-experimental designs (QED) or longitudinal studies with adequate controls for selection are common, rather than randomized controlled trials, because the policy was applied to the full population rather than a
sample of the population. The criteria of a strong QED study that adequately measures the causal impact of a policy on a given outcome are well established, but studies vary considerably based on their research design, sample, time period, outcomes measured, and policy elements included.

**Determine Direction of Causal Impact**

For each strong causal study, we then determine the extent to which the indicators measured in the study align with the policy goals in the framework, and we determine whether the effect of the policy on the indicator is beneficial, null, or detrimental. In the example of paid family leave in Table 1, each letter represents a different study meeting the standards of strong causal inference, and we place the letter in a column to denote the direction of the impact (the reference list for the studies are listed by letter at the end of the chapter). Some studies demonstrate beneficial effects of the policy on multiple indicators (e.g., study B, Baum, & Ruhm, 2016), and some studies find positive and negative effects on various indicators (e.g., study A, Bailey et al., 2019).

**Table 1: Evidence of Indicators and Overall Impact on Policy Goal, Paid Family Leave Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Goal</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Studies Finding Beneficial Impacts</th>
<th>Studies Finding Null Impacts</th>
<th>Studies Finding Detrimental Impacts</th>
<th>Overall Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to Needed Services</td>
<td>Leave-Taking</td>
<td>B, N, R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability of Parents to Work</td>
<td>Labor Force Participation</td>
<td>D, F, Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mostly Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weeks Worked</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Weekly Work Hours</td>
<td>B, N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attachment to Pre-Birth Employer (Job Continuity)</td>
<td>B, D</td>
<td>N, O</td>
<td>A, F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Employment | B, D | N, O | A, F |  |

<p>| B, O | A |  |  |  |  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient Household Resources</td>
<td>Household Income, Risk of Poverty, Annual Wage Earnings, Hourly Wages</td>
<td>M N</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Health and Emotional Wellbeing</td>
<td>Self-Rated Health, Overweight, Obesity, Alcohol Consumption, Maternal Mental Health, Paternal Mental Health, Coping with Demands of Parenting, Psychological Distress</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurturing and Responsive Child-Parent Relationships</td>
<td>Mothers’ Time Spent with Children on Reading, Outings, Meals, Abusive Head Trauma</td>
<td>A C</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each letter represents a study meeting the standards of strong evidence. The studies are listed at the end of the chapter.
Determine the Overall Impact on the Policy Goals

For each policy goal in the framework, we then determine the overall direction of the weight of the causal evidence. For example, if the vast majority of the studies indicate a positive impact of the policy on the outcome, we conclude that the effect on that particular outcome is positive. If most, but not all, of the studies indicate a positive impact, then we conclude that the impact of the policy on the outcome is mostly positive. If a similar number of studies indicate positive, negative, or null findings on an outcome, then we denote the impact of the policy on the outcome is mixed. If most studies indicate null findings, then we denote the impact of the policy is null. If most of the studies indicate that the impact of the policy on the outcome is harmful, then the impact of the policy on the outcome would be considered negative. For outcomes in which there is only evidence from one study, location, author, or data set, we denote the impact of the policy on the outcome is trending in the respective direction.

The example of paid family leave illustrates the range of findings within a policy across multiple policy goals. The impact of the policy is positive or mostly positive on most policy goals, including the ability for parents to work, but the impact is mixed with regard to sufficient household resources.

Each of the studies considered in the review is a strong causal study, but some studies are more recent, include more states, or provide greater specificity on the impact of the policy on indicators. These factors are also considered when making a determination of the overall impact of the policy on a particular policy goal. Additionally, we look at the size and direction of the coefficients associated with each indicator, particularly the null results, to determine the strength and general direction of the findings. Merely counting the number of studies would be insufficient to make a sound conclusion (Higgins & Green, 2011).
**Determine Overall Effectiveness**

The penultimate stage of the process is to determine the overall support for the effectiveness of the policy on prenatal-to-three outcomes. We examine the findings across all of the policy goals studied to determine if the weight of the evidence supports that the policy is effective, needs further study, or is not effective at improving outcomes for infants, toddlers, and their parents. If the findings demonstrate that a policy has mostly negative impacts on prenatal-to-three policy goals, we would label the policy as harmful. We develop general criteria on how to determine the overall effectiveness, but some level of professional opinion is needed. It wouldn’t be appropriate to require that a policy has a positive impact on all policy goals or indicators studied to consider it effective, but it is important to be clear as to what goals the policy impacts and which it does not.

**Table 2: Nomenclature of Overall Policy Effectiveness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Support for Policy Effectiveness</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>Positive, mostly positive, or mixed* impacts on at least one policy goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs Further Study</td>
<td>Trending impacts only or no causal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffective</td>
<td>Mixed* or null impacts only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Mostly Negative impacts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We include mixed impacts in effective policies if the weight of the evidence falls in the beneficial and null categories, and the null results lean positive. We include mixed impacts in ineffective policies if the evidence includes detrimental effects or null results that lean negative.

In the example of paid family leave, the policy has positive or mostly positive impacts on five prenatal-to-three policy goals. The impact of the policy on sufficient household resources is mixed, but the null findings lean toward positive outcomes, and the impact on lower annual earnings is nominal. Thus, we conclude that paid family leave is an effective prenatal-to-three state-level policy.
We also note whether a policy has been insufficiently studied to determine the causal impact of the policy on an outcome. Evaluators need to be cautious to avoid sending a message to advocates and policy leaders that a policy is ineffective if it has not been sufficiently studied. We draw a big distinction between policies that have been well-researched with rigorous studies and found to have no or very small impacts on an outcome, and policies that have not been rigorously evaluated. The bar for using an evidence-based policy approach to state policy making is quite high. Before such an approach can be used, at least one state or large city has to implement the policy without evidence that it is effective, and evaluators have to study the policy using a rigorous research design. Many policies that may strengthen the prenatal-to-three period have not been rigorously evaluated, and therefore there is no sufficient evidence to suggest the policy is effective or not. We designate these as policies that “need further study.”

**Conduct an In-Depth Policy Analysis**

The final stage of the process is to conduct an in-depth policy analysis. Determining whether a policy is effective overall is only one factor that state policy leaders need to consider when deciding which policies to adopt. If a clear state-policy lever has been sufficiently studied, we provide states with that guidance, and we are clear on the limits of that guidance. For example, most studies on the state minimum wage have examined increases in the minimum wage to $10.00 or $11.00 per hour, but have not studied increases beyond that level. For paid family leave, most of the research is based on six weeks of paid leave following the birth, adoption, or fostering of a child. We cannot provide sufficient evidence on the effectiveness of paid leave policies that provide more weeks of leave. The evidence on the state EITC provides
guidance that a refundable EITC is a necessary condition for the policy to be effective, but we cannot provide further guidance on what percentage of the federal EITC states should offer.

State leaders also need information on the size of the expected impact, the number of families that will be affected, and how the impact of this policy compares to the impact of another policy on the same outcomes. State leaders also need to know the funding mechanisms, costs, benefits, and expected return on investment. We also review the evidence to determine if the policy helps to close racial and ethnic gaps in outcomes, or if the policy will maintain the status quo in disparities. Policy makers also need to have as much information as possible on how feasible it is to implement the policy. Some policies have relatively little burden on government infrastructure (e.g., a state minimum wage), whereas others may require considerable investment and ongoing oversight (e.g., childcare quality standards).

**Recommendations**

Although policy leaders must always make decisions with imperfect information, most decision makers strive to implement policies that have the strongest evidence of effectiveness. The science is clear on the conditions in which children thrive from their earliest years; however, the evidence base on the most effective policies to bring the science of the developing child to life is somewhat slim and it is constantly evolving. Many policies have not been rigorously studied, such as strategies to reduce racial and ethnic disparities in maternal mortality and morbidity, and new studies are constantly being conducted, such as evaluations of policies to provide more stability in work schedules.

The economic model discussed in Chapter 6 of this volume provides guidance to states and evaluators on when a program is ready to scale. In this chapter, I built on the model to
provide additional guidance to states and evaluators on how to identify effective policies that states should prioritize to improve outcomes for infants, toddlers, and their parents.

I encourage state policy leaders to draw on the evidence base (provided in the Prenatal-to-Three Policy Clearinghouse) and prioritize implementing policies that have a robust and clear impact on prenatal-to-three policy goals. Additional evaluations of the policies that states implement are needed, however, so that we can better determine which policy elements are most effective, in which context, and for which populations. We also need to learn how effective policies and programs interact with each other (e.g., is paid family leave more effective when coupled with home visiting programs that support new parents?).

I also encourage state policy leaders to be innovative and try new policies that have a promising evidence base and strong theory of change. If we only implement policies or programs with an existing strong evidence base, then we may miss opportunities to learn how to more effectively support children in their earliest years. Researchers should strive to build the evidence base and fill the numerous gaps in what we know about effective policies to support the prenatal-to-three period. Voices and experiences from the field should be infused in research, and implementation realities should be taken into account when conducting experiments. This collaboration will make studies more relevant and useful for state leaders and foster a culture of continuous innovation, evaluation, and learning that will enhance prenatal-to-three outcomes.
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